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Defendant Jim Baugh respectfully submits this Memorandum, accompanying letters,1 and 

other exhibits to assist the Court with sentencing. 

INTRODUCTION 

 Jim Baugh is a devoted, father, son, brother, and friend. Those who have known him 

longest describe him as unfailingly dependable and generous with his time, attention, and financial 

resources. He has no prior criminal record, but does have a distinguished history of service both 

as a U.S. government employee and in the private sector. 

 While Mr. Baugh’s role in the bizarre and disturbing criminal conduct at issue betrayed the 

principles he defended throughout his career, it was an aberrational episode in his life. Mr. Baugh 

recognizes that he stands before the Court guilty of very serious offenses that caused severe harm 

to real people. He has taken responsibility and accepts that meaningful punishment will follow.  

But with all due respect to the government’s sentencing arguments, Mr. Baugh should not 

be sentenced as the “face” of eBay, subject to a high-end “Guideline” term of imprisonment 

because this case involved the “resources of a Fortune 500 company” used to inflict a “three-week 

nightmare” on “a Natick couple, whose journalism had angered two of the company’s most senior 

executives.” Gov. Mem. at 1. 

Yes, the Steiners suffered terribly, did not deserve it, and continue to struggle in the 

aftermath. Yes, Mr. Baugh is accountable for his actions, “knew better,” and should have acted 

accordingly. Yes, Mr. Baugh is the most senior eBay employee the government chose to prosecute, 

and bears an extra measure of responsibility for his supervisory role.  But stopping there ignores 

 

1 Exhibit A is an allocution letter from Mr. Baugh to the Court.  Exhibit B is a compilation of 
support letters from third parties. Home addresses and contact information, as well as the names 
of children, have been redacted from the publicly-filed letters. Counsel can provide unredacted 
copies to the Court upon request. 
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the broader reality of what happened. Mr. Baugh had no personal animus against the Steiners, no 

psychotic pleasure in fostering fear, no desire to inflict harm for its own sake, and no disdain for 

“First Amendment values.” Gov. Mem. at 14. 

Rather, from his cubicle adjacent to the private offices in the insular, high-pressure 

environment of a Silicon Valley C-Suite, Mr. Baugh was convinced to view the Steiners (wrongly, 

he recognizes in hindsight) not as journalists but as dangerous “trolls” who posed an existential 

threat to the company and even to the physical safety of its employees. Mr. Baugh faced intense, 

relentless pressure from multiple executives (who have evaded criminal responsibility), including 

the CEO Devin Wenig, SVP Steve Wymer, COO Wendy Jones, and General Counsel Marie 

Huber, to do something, anything, about the “threat” which, they knew and told Mr. Baugh 

repeatedly, could not be solved through ordinary “lawyer” tools.  

Indeed, reflecting a toxic culture that goes to the very top of many powerful technology 

companies, senior eBay executives hired Mr. Baugh precisely because of his prior experience as a 

government security professional with a demonstrated ability to solve difficult problems through 

unconventional means. See, e.g., Kate Conger, Uber Survived the Spying Scandal. Some Careers 

Didn’t, NEW YORK TIMES (Nov. 28, 2021) (quoting former CIA officer employed by Uber: “In the 

government, when you’re given a mission or you’re given a task, you go and you execute on the 

mission . . . . Your experience tells you to go execute because your boss or the leadership have 

given you this task, and you worry about how to do it — not whether or not you should do it, 

because you’ve never had to worry about that before.”).2 

 

2 Available at https://www.nytimes.com/2021/12/06/technology/uber-spying-allegations.html. 
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